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City governments across the United States today are
spending a lot more money on policing than they
did 25 years ago. According to the U.S. Department

This is one in a series of papers that will be published
as a result of the Executive Session on Policing and
Public Safety.

of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics, public expen

Harvard’s Executive Sessions are a convening of
individuals of independent standing who take joint
responsibility for rethinking and improving society’s
responses to an issue. Members are selected based
on their experiences, their reputation for thoughtful
ness and their potential for helping to disseminate the
work of the Session.

shows (page 2), proportionally, spending on correc

diture on policing in the United States more than
quadrupled between 1982 and 2006.1 As figure 1
tions and judicial functions (courts, prosecution and
public defense) increased over this period more than
spending on policing. But in the last 10 years, the rate
of increase in spending on policing has exceeded
the spending rate for corrections and judicial func
tions. Between 1996 and 2006, spending on the

In the early 1980s, an Executive Session on Policing
helped resolve many law enforcement issues of
the day. It produced a number of papers and
concepts that revolutionized policing. Thirty years
later, law enforcement has changed and NIJ and
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government are again
collaborating to help resolve law enforcement issues
of the day.

police increased an average of 8.6 percent each year.
Controlling for inflation, expenditures in this period
increased at an annual average rate of 3.8 percent.
Even before the onset of the financial crisis, rising
expenditures on police departments stirred a debate
among city managers, elected officials and police

Learn more about the Executive Session on
Policing and Public Safety at:

chiefs about how best to pay for policing.2 But the

NIJ’s website: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/topics/
law-enforcement/executive-sessions/welcome.htm

which local governments make budgetary deci

Harvard’s website: http://www.hks.harvard.edu/
criminaljustice/executive_sessions/policing.htm

severity of the financial crisis and the speed with
sions have cut short these conversations. Few of the
solutions being fashioned today for the high price
of policing address the underlying reasons for the
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Figure 1. Government Spending on Three Criminal Justice Functions, 1982-2006

and benefits of which, they believe, are undervalued.
In Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., and Charlotte,
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Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics, “Justice Expenditure and Employment Extracts, 2006”;
http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=1022.

This paper tries to create space for a careful conver
sation about the challenge of paying for policing. It
starts by asking two questions. First, what is driv
ing up police expenditures? Are police departments

accelerated growth in spending. Nor do they assess

growing and providing more services to more people,

what this increased spending means for city govern

are the costs of providing these same services sim

ments, residents and the future of the profession.

ply going up, or are other factors responsible for the

In some cities, precipitous shortfalls in city bud
gets have caused city managers, unions and police
chiefs to take drastic decisions, cutting costs in
unsustainable ways. In San Diego, Calif., Phoenix,
Tulsa, Okla. and Tampa, Fla., police departments
have stopped hiring sworn officers, started shed

increase? Second, what have cities and their residents
received in return for their investment in policing?
Are there fewer crimes, a greater sense of safety and
more satisfaction with police services? What has
happened to the bottom line in policing? How have
communities benefited from the new spending?

ding employees and eliminated civilian positions

This paper tries to answer these questions by exam

altogether. In Oakland, Calif., Kansas City, Mo., and

ining the costs of policing in one city, Mesa, Ariz.

Austin, Texas, sworn officers have accepted pay cuts

The authors could not collect information from

and demotions to preserve staffing levels. In none

enough departments across the United States to sys

of these cities has the federal subsidy for hiring new

tematically compare costs in midsized cities, so this

officers proved sufficient to meet local demands or

paper instead compares spending in Mesa over the

otherwise offset the costs of policing.

last decade with the spending of neighboring cities

In other cities, police executives have insisted on
expanding the number of sworn personnel, argu
ing that more officers are needed either to forestall a

in Arizona and with 10 similarly sized jurisdictions
that shared their budget data with the authors. The
paper also examines the impact of this new spend
ing, using such conventional measures of police
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value as the amount of recorded crime, citizens’

Along with this growth, Mesa increased police

sense of safety and call response times. Despite

expenditures: In 2008, the Mesa Police Department

the limitations of these measures, which numer

spent more than $152 million, more than 10 times

ous academics, police chiefs and the Commission

the sum in 1982. As shown in figure 2, this increase

on the Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies

in spending not only exceeded the rate of population

(CALEA) have repeatedly pointed out, they remain

growth, it also far outpaced inflation. Real spending

the indicators that shape professional assessments

on policing, as measured in 1982 dollars, increased

of the value of policing. Because they are still the

by a factor of five, from $12.5 million in 1982 to $67.8

“measures that matter,” this paper relies on them

million in 2008. Although the rate of increase in real

to evaluate the impact of new police spending on

spending slowed over the last decade, the police

communities.4

department’s budget actually grew by an average
of 8 percent each year during this period.

Finally, the paper considers a series of tactics now
being tested in a few cities and police departments
for managing the rising costs of policing, includ

Rising Personnel Costs as a Component
of Policing Costs

ing efforts to cut spending, raise productivity and

One reason that Mesa’s spending on policing

re-engineer operations. Perhaps none of these

increased so much between 1982 and 2008 is the

tactics, by themselves or in combination, yields a

city’s expansion of its police force. In 1997, the

sustainable strategy for paying for policing in the

Mesa Police Department employed 643 sworn offi

future. But their consideration here should support

cers and 354 civilian staff. By 2008, Mesa employed

future conversations about restructuring police ser

855 sworn officers and 549 civilians — increases

vices, reorganizing departments, and building new

of 33 and 54 percent, respectively. However, the

measures of the value of policing that the present
financial crisis demands.

Figure 2. Population Growth and Spending on Policing in Mesa, Ariz., 1982-2008

Rising Costs of Policing in Mesa
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A quarter-century ago, the city of Mesa, Ariz., was

165,000. In 2008, Mesa had an estimated population
of 465,000 and was measured as the nation’s 39th
largest city. Between 1982 and 2008, as the city’s
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Table 1. Mesa Police Department Spending, 1999 Versus 2008
Fiscal Year 1999 ($)

Fiscal Year 2008 ($)

Difference ($)

% of Total Increase

71,199,015

134,216,890

63,017,875

85.1%

Personnel (total)
Salaries

55,905,316

105,882,868

49,977,552

67.5%

Benefits

15,293,699

28,334,022

13,040,323

17.6%

Other Services*

9,158,233

16,365,248

7,207,015

9.7%

Commodities

2,265,550

5,643,573

3,378,023

4.6%

Capital

4,541,708

4,994,373

452,655

0.6%

$87,164,506

$161,220,084

$74,055,578

100%

Total

* Includes investigations and jail costs, fleet maintenance and a large number of service contracts.
Source: Mesa Police Department.

expansion of the police force in Mesa explains only

departments. “As we fight to compete in the market,”

a part of the increased spending. Another reason

he explained, “we are driving our prices up. If you’ve

is that per-unit labor costs for both sworn officers

got a $5,000 signing bonus, I’ve got to go to $10,000;

and civilian employees are much higher than they

otherwise I’ve got so many [empty] positions. And

were 10 years ago. As table 1 shows, between 1999

I’m thinking that we are going to have a market rate

and 2008, Mesa’s total spending on police person

correction; it just cannot keep going this way.”6

nel increased by $63 million and accounted for 85
percent of new expenditures.

Increase in Demand for Police Labor
Even if higher labor costs explain a large portion of

Higher salaries for sworn officers are one reason for

the increase in spending, it is not obvious why Mesa

the increase in personnel costs.5 Another reason is

hired more police labor in the first place. In fact, the

the escalating price of benefits. Benefits are the fast

increase in the number of sworn officers might seem

est growing component of the police budget in Mesa

paradoxical in light of the nearly uninterrupted

today. In 2007 alone, the cost of police pensions rose

decline in reported crime over the last 10 years.

33 percent.

Major recorded crime in Mesa fell steadily between

Many police chiefs around the country see rising
labor costs as a result of greater mobility among
young officers and thus stiffer competition in the
labor market. This may be a sign of greater unifor
mity and cohesion in the profession, but it inflates

2000 and 2007, as it did in many other cities around
the nation: for example, violent crime in Mesa fell 7
percent and property crime fell 14 percent. So, why
is the demand for police labor increasing despite
these reductions in crime?

the price of policing. At a recent meeting of the

When the authors asked police officers in Mesa

NIJ Executive Sessions on Policing at the Kennedy

this very question, the officers gave three types of

School of Government, one police chief com

answers. First, some officers say there has been a

plained of a “bidding war” for labor between police

steady increase in public demand for police services.
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Patrol officers in particular believe there has been

use of new technology, police departments today

an incessant increase in the number of calls for

might actually be doing “less with more.”

service (although the data contradict this impres
sion), and they believe many calls to which they

Police executives from other parts of the country

respond are unwarranted. Responding to false

share many of these impressions, particularly con

burglar alarms, loose dogs, neighborhood dis

cerns about efficiency in police work. “Wasteful

turbances and other inconveniences make many

practices have their constituencies,” one chief

officers feel like they are running “from call to call

likes to say, and many chiefs rue the surplus of

to call” without solving underlying problems or

officers at crime scenes, unnecessary attendance

producing a lot of additional safety.

at calls to which the fire department responds
first or better, and a lot of idle time after incidents

A second answer was that police work in gen

doing follow-up work. Many police executives also

eral has become more complex over time. Senior

see an uncontrolled expansion in the demand for

officers in particular say that changes in the regu

services, and with it a subtle and important shift

latory regime of policing, including more detailed

in the mission and role of police officers. “We have

rules governing the response to domestic violence

become the social agency of first resort for the

and juvenile delinquency, have made routine

poor,” said one chief. Added another, “We need

police work more complex and time-consuming. In

to reexamine police processes to determine just

addition, the proliferation of gang crimes, and the

what requires the armed authority of the state in

growth of identity theft and new types of cyber-

your living room.”7

crime, along with new demands from the federal
government, have compounded the complexity of

Detailed empirical research into the chang

police work. As a result, officers said, each individ

ing roles of officers, their contact with citizens

ual officer today responds to fewer calls for service

and the use of technology at work might help

and requires more time to do so.

police departments and researchers assess these
and other hypotheses about complexity and

A third answer, heard more from supervisors

inefficiency in police work, although such an

and senior management than line officers, is that

investigation has yet to begin. The authors tried

there are considerable inefficiencies in police

to investigate these claims about changes in the

work today. “Many basic operations have been

character and volume of calls for service, but in

untouched by the technological revolution,” said

2008 the Mesa Police Department’s data system

one lieutenant. Where new technologies such as

did not code repeat calls and the identity of the

laptops, video cameras and computer-aided dis

caller in ways that would permit a textured analy

patch have been installed, they are not always

sis of the evolution of demand for police services.

being used efficiently, said others. One officer

Still, the fact that most of these beliefs are shared

even suspected that, because of the suboptimal

by line officers, supervisors and chiefs across
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many cities suggests that, in addition to rising costs

for this proposition, and the evidence from Mesa

of labor, structural changes in the nature of policing

today is likewise mixed.8 Between fiscal year 2003

may be driving up police expenditures.

4, the earliest year for which data were available, and
fiscal year 2007-8, city expenditure on law enforce

Paying for Policing

ment increased 44.7 percent. Spending on streets,

The additional spending on the police department

wastewater, and fire and gas increased at a consid

in Mesa, in particular the expansion in the number

erably faster pace, as the data in table 2 show. But

of sworn officers, was funded largely through a spe

spending on arts and culture and other neighbor

cial quality-of-life tax introduced in 1997. This levy

hood services fell 66 percent and spending on mass

expired in 2008. Since then, Mesa city officials and

transit fell 57 percent in the intervening four years.

residents have begun to ask sharp questions about

Spending on other types of social investments and

how to pay for policing in the future.

city services such as parks and recreation, schools
and economic development also declined, though

Among Mesa’s budgetary concerns was whether

less dramatically. Law enforcement expenditure

the growing price tag for policing was crowding

comprises such a large share of total city spend

out spending on other important social services.

ing, however, that the relatively modest increase

Research from a decade ago found mixed evidence
Table 2. Mesa City Government Expenditures by Major Category, 2004 Versus 2008
City Program

Fiscal Year 2004

Fiscal Year 2008

Difference

% Change

36,232,000

12,139,700

-24,092,300

(-66.5%)

Building Safety

8,517,000

11,182,807

2,665,807

31.3%

Community Development

9,358,000

8,678,592

-679,408

(-7.3%)

22,905,000

29,039,994

6,134,994

26.8%

Arts and Cultural

Electric
Fire

47,104,000

77,299,162

30,195,162

64.1%

Gas

22,452,000

42,982,001

20,530,001

91.4%

Housing Services

12,453,000

12,312,000

-141,000

(-1.1%)

8,132,000

11,268,000

3,136,000

38.6%

121,277,000

175,449,600

54,172,600

44.7%

Judicial
Law Enforcement
Library Services

13,026,000

13,707,280

681,280

5.2%

Mass Transit

22,112,000

9,434,905

-12,677,095

(-57.3%)

Parks and Recreation

27,482,000

26,761,000

-721,000

(-2.6%)

Solid Waste Management

21,819,000

33,376,000

11,557,000

53.0%

Streets

30,209,000

55,800,585

25,591,585

84.7%

Wastewater

29,659,000

48,521,000

18,862,000

63.6%

Water

53,484,000

65,732,237

12,248,237

22.9%

$486,221,000

$633,684,863

$147,463,863

30.3%

ALL
Source: Mesa Police Department.
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may have a disproportionate effect on overall

Return on Investment

fiscal welfare. For these reasons, the scale of the

What has the Mesa Police Department accom

increase in police spending remains a “substan

plished with the additional money and staff? Is

tial concern” for the city manager.

there less crime today, less fear of crime and a

9

The reduction of other social investment spend
ing is a concern for the Mesa Police Department,
too. Senior officers believe that when youth sum
mer programs are gone and the park system
is not funded to take care of them, children get
in trouble more frequently. One officer warned
of the consequences of disinvestment in these
programs: “residential burglaries go up, as do day
time car thefts and gang activity as a whole.” The
data on recorded crime from Mesa in this period

greater sense of public safety in Mesa? Are offi
cers more accessible to residents? Are victims
more satisfied with their treatment? Is there
greater public confidence in policing and better
community collaboration in crime prevention?
These are the types of goals to which most police
departments across the country try to make a
contribution. So what has the additional spending
bought? What was the return on the investment
in policing?

do not corroborate these beliefs, but residents,

If we treat the number of recorded crimes as

civic leaders and police officers share a concern

the bottom line in policing, then the return on

that these programs are important components

the investment in Mesa appears considerable.10

of policing and public safety.

In 2008, there were 22 percent fewer recorded

Expenditure on policing in Mesa is likely to con
tinue to grow and perhaps accelerate in the future.
Mesa in 2008 had 1.9 police officers for every 1,000
residents, a ratio below the average for most cities
of comparable size. A budget increase of 3 percent
each year over the next decade — just enough to
keep pace with projected population growth and
inflation — would raise expenditures by more
than $80 million. If the city hires an additional

Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) Part 1 crimes
than in 2000, despite a 20-percent increase in the
number of residents. Since 2002, when there was
a spike in recorded crime, there has been a 40
percent reduction. The total decline may have
been even greater, since the department today
records violent crimes according to the number
of victims, not the number of incidents as required
by the UCR.

50 sworn officers and 10 civilians in each of the

Was the police department responsible for these

next 10 years, as was initially planned, spending

changes, or did other factors, working indepen

on policing will double by 2017. These consider

dently or in concert with policing, cause the

ations prompt reflections not only on whether the

decline in recorded crime?11 Information on arrest

department is producing the right volume, distri

activity in Mesa suggests the police department

bution and array of services, but also on whether

was largely responsible for the decline in recorded

the current business plan for public safety is

crime, although there is some ambiguity in the

sound and sustainable into the future.
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data and it is not clear that arrests alone explain

offenders, which are more frequently followed by

the change. Figure 3, which depicts the number of

prosecution today than before, and emphasizing

recorded crimes and UCR Part 1 arrests in Mesa

crime prevention work with victims and greater

from 2000 to 2008, shows that, in most recent peri

subsequent attention to the neighborhoods where

ods, the number of arrests and recorded crimes

there is serious and recurrent offending. The depart

moved in opposite directions.12 For example,

ment believes these kinds of arrests have a greater

recorded crime declined when arrests increased

impact on recorded crime than arrests made before

in 2000-2001 and 2002-3, and crime went up when

2006 and arrests for less serious crime, because

arrests declined in 2001-2 and 2003-4. Since 2006,

they serve as a gateway for greater intervention

levels of recorded crime and arrests for UCR Part 1

and services by the police department and other

offenses have moved in sharply different directions.

city agencies.

The relationship between arrests and recorded crime

The interactive effects of arrests have yet to be mod

is unlikely to be so direct, and it may be that only

eled and measured, and other hypotheses for the

some kinds of arrests have an impact on recorded

reduction in recorded crime have not been exam

crime. Recent research on deterrence suggests that

ined. Police department activities in support of

arrests that both raise the risk of detection and com

community crime prevention and citywide col

municate this effect to offenders can deter crime,

laborations on business improvement districts may

especially among repeat offenders. The Mesa

have had an important impact on falling levels of

Police Department has explored a compatible but

recorded crime in this same period. Greater atten

different hypothesis since 2006, prioritizing arrests

tion to victims, especially assistance in avoiding

for serious offenses committed by young and prolific

future victimizations, more sustained work with at-

13

risk youth, and helping migrant populations prevent
burglaries, might individually have had indepen
Figure 3. Recorded Crime and Arrests for UCR Part 1 Offenses, 2000-2008
35000

dent crime-reducing effects or perhaps together
multiplied the positive effects of arrests. In short,

6000

it seems unlikely that, by themselves, additional
30000
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arrests and additional police officers produced the
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changes. But it also seems unlikely that the same
amount of decline in recorded crime would have
occurred without the additional officers and spend
ing on policing in Mesa.
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Source: Mesa Police Department, Crime Analysis Unit.
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Perceptions of Safety
What about public perceptions and feelings of
safety? Have these improved, too? A study by West
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Table 3. Perceptions of Neighborhood Safety at Night in Mesa, 2002 Versus 2006
Mesa Citywide

Central

Falcon/
Red Mountain

Dobson

Superstition

Responses

2002

2006

2002

2006

2002

2006

2002

2006

2002

2006

Very safe

38%

42%

29%

36%

29%

32%

40%

37%

49%

53%

Somewhat safe

41%

41%

44%

43%

41%

45%

42%

47%

39%

33%

7%

6%

5%

5%

7%

11%

7%

6%

6%

5%

11%

8%

17%

11%

18%

9%

9%

7%

5%

6%

3%

3%

5%

5%

5%

3%

2%

3%

1%

3%

Neither safe nor unsafe
Not too safe
Not safe at all

Source: Mesa Police Department Survey Conducted by West Group Research, June 2002 and June 2006.

Group Research commissioned by the Mesa

satisfaction and police efficiency, but nearly all

Police Department showed that the proportion of

police departments in the United States treat

residents in Mesa who felt “very safe” during the

this measure as an indicator of performance and

day was identical in 2002 and 2006, despite a 20

service. In Mesa, the number of calls requiring

percent increase in police personnel in these years

an emergency response increased 26 percent

and a one-third reduction in t he number of Part

between 1999 and 2008. Nevertheless, as figure 4

1 recorded crimes. The proportion of residents

below shows, response times for these calls were

who reported that they felt “very safe” at night

slightly shorter in 2008. Response times for other

was marginally higher in 2006, as table 3 shows,

calls, including the most urgent (Priority 1) and

although it is not clear whether the difference is
statistically significant.14 More research would be
required to understand the links between these

Figure 4. Response Times for Calls for Service, 1999-2008

perceptions, police practices and recorded crime,
8

but it would appear from these data that residents’

7

sense of safety is shaped less by the visibility of

Response Times
The final commonly measured indicator of police
value examined is the amount of time it takes

Response TIme in Minutes

police and levels of crime than by other factors.

Priority 1

6
5
4
3

Emergency

2

the department to respond to calls for service.

1

Response times, which measure the duration of

0
99

00

01

02

03

time between the dispatch of an officer and arrival
on scene, are an imperfect proxy for customer

Source: Mesa Police Department, Crime Analysis Unit.

04

05

06

07

08
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less urgent calls (Priority 2 and 3) were only mar

side effects, whereas in others the improvements

ginally higher in 2008. In short, despite growing

might not matter much at all. To properly evaluate

demand and a higher priority attached to many

and judge these results, more needs to be known

calls, the department was able to provide prompt

about the impacts of victimization and insecurity

attention to needs considered urgent.

among particularly vulnerable groups in society,
the experiences of policing among minorities, and

Evaluating the Results

many other qualitative dimensions of crime and jus

How can a price be put on these results? Are they

tice that give meaning to the term “public safety.” In

adequate, a sufficient return on the investment?

short, even if it were certain that the reduction of

Should response times have changed even more

crime and improved sense of security in Mesa was

than they did? What about arrests and the reduc

directly attributable to the work of the police depart

tions in reported crime? Should arrests have

ment, citizen feedback about the value of policing

increased and reported crimes decreased even

and a new system of metrics for gauging the results

more? After all, in addition to hiring more staff, the

would still be needed. Measuring the bottom line

department acquired new technology, improved

in policing by reference to levels of recorded crime

training, and introduced more advanced and

turns out to be only one step toward assigning a

effective management systems such as Compstat,

value to police performance.15

all of which are force multipliers and should have
raised overall productive capacity. Did the results

The Price of Policing in Other Cities

fall short of, meet or exceed the increase in the

Mesa is not the only city in which the price of polic

department’s capacity? Could the same results have

ing has risen substantially over the last decade. Most

been achieved by other means or at less expense?

cities in the surrounding Phoenix valley spend a lot

To answer these questions, a means is needed of

more money on policing today. As figure 5 shows,

weighing the accomplishments against the initial

the neighboring cities of Chandler, Scottsdale,

investment, a way of assessing the relative costs of

Tempe, and Phoenix all spend considerably more

policing as well as the opportunity costs.

per resident on policing today than Mesa. These cit
ies also have experienced faster rates of growth in

A standard is also needed by which to assign a value

spending per resident over the past decade.

to the results, a means of creating a social price for
the effects of policing. Does the public consider

Not all midsized cities in the United States have

more rapid response times and a greater sense of

increased police spending at these rates, however.

safety at night sufficient to justify the additional

Indeed, figure 6 shows substantial variation in

investment in policing? Was the reduction in crime

spending patterns across 10 cities that provided

worth it to some, but not others? In some communi

police budget figures. Charlotte, N.C., for example,

ties, after all, even modest reductions in crime may

spends only a few dollars more per resident today

have exceptional value to residents and positive

than it did in 1997: the increase of 7 percent in
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per-resident policing costs in that city is lower
than the rate of inflation. In Columbus, Ohio,

Figure 5. Per-Resident Expenditure on Policing, Six Cities in the Phoenix Area,
1998-2007
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Sacramento, Calif., and Virginia Beach, Va.,
respectively over this period, marginally exceed
ing inflation. Long Beach, Calif., also experienced
only modest growth in spending, although in
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Source: Police Departments, Gilbert, Chandler, Phoenix, Mesa, Scottsdale, and Tempe, Ariz.

Because spending is not going up in all cities, there
might be no reason to worry about the price of
policing. After all, if some cities and departments

Figure 6. Police Spending per Resident in Eight Cities, 1997-2007

can control costs, perhaps the forces driving up
spending are not universal. For this reason, some
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observers insist that the rising price of policing is
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primarily a result of local politics, particularly the
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to pay for it. An anonymous reviewer of an early
draft of this paper suggested that “the real reason”
labor costs are going up in Mesa is that “the city
council voted to raise salaries.” True enough, but
expenditure on policing has risen in the United
States as a whole, and many police executives
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willingness of mayors and other elected officials
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see signs of shifts in the industry of policing that
implicate greater future increases in its cost. “The
entire knowledge structure of policing is chang
ing,” says one chief. “So officers today have to have
a wider array of skills and knowledge than before,
and it costs more to train and retain them.”

0

Long Beach, Sacramento,
Calif.*
Calif.

Mesa,
Ariz.
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Mo.
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Va.

* Baseline year is 1998.
Source note: Responsible officials in each police department shared expenditure information with research
staff at the Program in Criminal Justice, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University.
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other initiatives will save the city of Mesa several

Concern about the costs of law enforcement is not

million dollars in the years to come.

new. More than a decade ago, several senior schol
ars warned that “the era of adding more police,
answering more calls in less time, and buying new
gadgetry is coming to an end.”16 The current fiscal
crisis and its related serious budget cuts lend fresh
importance to this concern, as do the changes in the
nature of police work and the structure of communi
ties. So how might police departments respond to
this challenge? What is a responsible way to manage
police spending and still provide quality services?

Reducing Costs
One obvious response to escalating police expendi
ture is to cut costs. Many police departments have
become quite skilled at detecting and eliminating
unwarranted or unnecessary expenses. The Los
Angeles Police Department, for example, reduced
overtime expenditure over the last three years
without any increase in the number of reported
crimes.17 Other departments have cut relative costs,
too, by automating key operations and using bill
board warnings and cameras and other surrogates
for human labor that, at least in some cases, have
been shown to produce equal or equivalent feel
ings of safety. Since 2007, when the Mesa Police

Although current cost-saving steps may be impor
tant in their own right, it is unlikely these reductions
will be enough. An independent review of the Austin,
Texas, Police Department in 2007, for example, esti
mated that, even if nearly 100 recommendations
to help streamline business processes were fully
implemented, the cost savings would amount to 4
percent of the current annual budget, most of which
would be wiped out by inflation.
One way to reduce the relative costs of policing is
to boost productivity. Although the central com
ponent in police production today remains the
individual officer, whose skill sets and capacity are
not infinitely expandable, productivity gains are
both necessary and possible. As has been the case
with the telecommunications industry and postal
services, the evolution of technology, combined
with demands for new types of services and tight
budgetary constraints, will force the profession to
evolve. It would be facile to assume that policing
will somehow escape the economic and consumerdriven pressures that have forced other professions
to recreate themselves.

Department partnered with Motorola to develop a

Since incremental improvements in productivity

Digital Six Sigma process-improvement team, sev

are unlikely to eliminate the cost pressures, police

eral cost-cutting initiatives have been implemented,

professionals must become more creative in re-

including ones that yielded a 40-percent reduction

engineering the profession. One way to break away

in booking cycle times, enhanced dispatching pro

from the limitations imposed by the current busi

tocols for many low-priority calls, and introduced

ness model of policing, in which the individual

new property disposition procedures. In fiscal year

officer remains the most important unit of produc

2008-9, overtime hours fell 48.8 percent. These and

tion, is to conceive of public safety rather than crime
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control as the central goal of police departments.

suggesting that other agencies might more effi

By shifting the emphasis from crime control to

ciently and effectively respond to many police

public safety, professional re-engineering efforts

calls.19 The installation of centralized systems

can begin to explore alternative business models,

for routing calls and alternative hotlines such as

new forms of organization and new components

311 numbers is another sign that departments

in the production process. Another way is to start

around the country today are pressed to manage

eliminating redundancies in the criminal justice

public demand for services. One of the chief ways

system, promoting the integration of policing with

of doing so is to channel calls away from police

victim services, parole and probation in ways that

officers and toward more appropriate city services.

might give birth to new and more broad-based
problem-solving models in public safety.

In Mesa, the total number of calls for service
declined by about 18 percent in the past three

The central question for police leadership then

years. New dispatching protocols that require the

should not be whether major changes will

dispatch center to call back and confirm the need

occur, but rather whether those changes will be

for police response with the reporting parties are

prompted thoughtfully by police professionals or

now in place. Also, telephone problem-solving

forced on the profession by external forces and

for calls unrelated to crime or traffic often elimi

driven by agendas less concerned with public

nates the need for police response. Additionally,

safety and professional development. The former

parties to low-level noninjury traffic collisions

can lead to a professional renaissance where new,

are directed to exchange insurance information

invigorating business models are developed, lead

telephonically, eliminating the need to dispatch

ing to major improvements in public safety.

a patrol unit. These and other strategies reduced
calls without sacrificing public safety.

Managing Demand
Another strategy is to better manage the demands

Today, as the data in table 4 (page 14) show, only

for police services. Only a small and in some cit

half of all calls in Mesa are handled by sworn

ies declining portion of police work is related to

police officers. Sworn officers respond to situa

serious crime and the customary role of police

tions in which there is some potential for violence

agencies. In Austin, Texas, for example, despite

as well as considerable uncertainty about the

declining reports of crime, there was an unex

behavior under suspicion. A third of the calls were

plained 10-percent increase in calls for service

handled by civilians, including reports of vehicle

between 2004 and 2006.18 In Pittsburgh, the

burglaries, unsecured buildings, accidents, loose

police department reported that fewer than 1,000

dogs, stolen vehicles, traffic hazards, and resi

of 324,000 calls for service in 2007 required the

dential burglaries no longer in progress. Another

responding officer “to use some type of force to

one-sixth of all calls were handled by a civilian

insure the safety of the public or of the officer,”

and sworn officer together.
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Table 4. Calls for Service by Response Type, 2006-2008
2006

2007

2008

N

%

N

%

N

Calls attended by sworn officers

137,220

48.7%

130,334

48.8%

116,128

50.0%

Calls attended by civilians only

97,553

34.6%

91,670

34.3%

77,170

33.2%

47,032

16.7%

45,148

16.9%

39,025

16.8%

281,805

100%

267,142

100%

232,323

100%

Calls attended by both
Total Calls*

%

* Excludes officer-initiated traffic stops.
Source: Mesa Police Department, Crime Analysis Unit.

A closer review of the calls for service handled by

to respond to chronic employee theft. There may

sworn officers suggests there may be ways to further

also be opportunities for redistributing the costs of

reduce the demand for “armed authority in living

policing among government agencies — for exam

rooms.” About 11 percent of calls in Mesa required

ple, by inviting other law enforcement institutions

a response to a burglary alarm, an estimated 99

to take over key operations, consolidating fire and

percent of which turned out to be false. Another 6

other safety services, or getting other city depart

percent of calls involved complaints of “juveniles

ments such as parks, schools and hospitals to take

disturbing” the peace, a large portion of which,

direct responsibility for some aspects of security

according to officer testimony, did not require

and crime prevention. In the case of some narcotics

an armed officer to resolve. A more sophisticated

offenses or crimes shaped by addiction, more effec

system for classifying calls currently labeled “sus

tive deployment of public health professionals and

picious activity” and “subjects disturbing” (which

medical services might preempt the involvement of

comprise, respectively, 9 and 15 percent of all calls

more police work.

responded to by sworn officers) might also help free
up scarce resources and otherwise generate savings.

Revaluing Policing
Another response to the problem of rising costs

Sharing and Shifting the Costs of Public
Safety

work that are poorly measured or not quantified as

Yet another strategy is to shift, spread and share

benefits. Attributes like quality of service, customer

the costs of policing.20 Some police departments in

satisfaction, the professional competence and eth

large suburban areas might be able to shift some

ics of officers, and relative resource efficiency are

of the price of policing back onto the private sec

important aspects of public service but currently are

tor. For example, police departments can reduce or

not assigned value in many measurement systems.

eliminate the invisible subsidy some commercial

Dignity in the treatment of offenders, discretion

enterprises receive when cheap business security

in the use of authority and circumspection in the

and poor risk-management systems force police

use of force are also important public goods that

of policing is to assign values to aspects of police
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contribute to justice and the welfare of society,

More careful analyses of how police departments

although they do not commonly figure in the cost-

help reduce crime and a fuller assessment of the

benefit ledger for policing.

relative costs and benefits of policing to commu
nities are needed to measure the value of policing

There may be other public benefits to good policing

to society and determine whether or not it is worth

that current performance measurement systems

the investment.

do not capture or consider. For example, some
of the most important benefits of good policing,

Re-engineering Policing

such as diffusing social tension and preventing

An even more ambitious response to the rising

the escalation of interracial conflicts, are never

costs of policing is to re-engineer the profession.

measured. These and other virtues are what police

In the United Kingdom, where total spending on

executives speak about in academy graduation

the police has increased 21 percent in real terms

speeches and what some residents say constitute

since 1998 and the cost of pensions doubled,

the most prized and powerful aspects of policing

senior officials appear to have concluded that the

in large, multiethnic cities.21 But rarely are these

profession must be remade.23 In 2008, the Chief

aspects of policing part of the cost-benefit equa

Inspector of Her Majesty’s Constabulary con

tion in the evaluation of police performance.

cluded that the current size of the police force was

Another strategy is to reappraise the known ben
efits of policing. Research on the diverse impacts
of victimization, and especially revictimization,
indicates that the value of preventing repeat
crime may be greater to victims and society than
previously recognized. Efforts to quantify the
downstream and life-cycle impacts of crime on
families, communities and economic develop
ment also suggest that police departments that
reduce crime in the most vulnerable sectors of
society may have hidden values.22
A reappraisal of the values and benefits of policing
along these lines is long overdue. Conventional
measures of the main outputs and outcomes of
policing, such as the Uniform Crime Reports, do
not capture what police executives today think
matters most. Nor do they always capture what cit
izens hope or expect of their police departments.

“not sustainable.” Since 2006, the U.K.’s National
Police Improvement Agency (NPIA) has spon
sored a series of experiments in 10 police areas
to “modernize the workforce.” Some pilot proj
ects involved reorganizing business operations,
diversifying the labor pool involved in policing,
and dispatching civilians to safe and suspectless
crime scenes.24 Initial reports from the NPIA sug
gest that some experiments have not only cut costs
but also boosted performance (higher clearance
rates) and increased public satisfaction with and
confidence in the police.25
In the United States, discussions about involving
a more diverse labor force in policing have rarely
moved beyond a debate about “civilianization,”
which for the most part has been fiercely resisted
by unions, chiefs and mayors. In 2007, for exam
ple, the city controller in Los Angeles ordered the
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police department to re-examine plans to expand

healthier and increasing longevity. In the legal pro

the ranks of sworn officers and consider instead hir

fession, reducing liability by managing risk has

ing civilians to perform many police duties.26 The

become the norm. Increasingly, private and govern

proposal ran aground in the mayor’s office, which

ment entities under the direction of attorneys and

insisted on an increase in sworn officers and the

paraprofessional risk managers create mechanisms

subsidy of this growth through an increase in trash

to modify behavior or redesign products to avoid

collection fees. “Uniforms have become political

liability. These efforts reduce organizational expo

currency,” say some chiefs, and replacing sworn

sure to lawsuits and protect the general well-being.27

staff with civilian employees, say some mayors,
has proved politically “impossible,” even amidst

In the field of fire services, substantial re-engineering

extreme fiscal crises.

efforts during the last 50 years have resulted in the
development of new fire-retardant building mate

One reason civilianization has made little headway

rials. Communities have enacted stricter building

in the United States so far is that its principal justi

codes that are vigorously guarded by fire officials

fications have been costs and efficiency. But what if

to prevent structural fires. These strategies have

the recruitment of more civilian employees and a

almost completely revolutionized the battle against

more rational balance between civilian and sworn

structural fires from one of firefighting to one of

officers were driven by ambitions for more effective

fire-preventing, saving untold numbers of lives and

and responsive policing, not just savings? Might a

millions of dollars in averted losses.

more nimble and diverse labor force, full of crimescene specialists, social workers, victim advocates

In policing, real-time crime centers, enhanced

and crime-reduction experts be more effective at

crime-mapping solutions and other innovative tools

reducing crime than a conventional department?

are reducing the amount of time it takes police to

Could a more modern array of public safety experts

react to emerging crime problems. They have even

compete favorably with a conventionally staffed

incited speculation about “predictive policing,” an

police department? If so, in what kinds of surround

idea that could be particularly powerful if it is com

ings would it work best?

bined with or conceived of as crime prevention.
After all, good policing should mostly be measured

In the search for more effective models for delivering

by the absence of crime and not by the effectiveness

police services, one might consider how other pro

in suppressing it. Predictability tools, moreover, can

fessions have dealt with the pressures to lower costs

be most valuable when they are attached to robust

and enhance services. In medicine, for instance, a

crime prevention models and used to help shepherd

combination of newly created paraprofessionals

the social and environmental changes necessary to

(physician assistants), and a focus on prevention

prevent criminal activity in the first place.

and wellness have been added to the arsenal of con
ventional medicine that is now keeping populations
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Of course, it may seem rash to talk about the re-
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